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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Edmonds Economic Development Commission subgroup provided suggestions and ideas regarding the current 

parking situation in the Downtown Edmonds business district and revisited the suggestion of additional enforcement 

efforts.  Based on the general data available related to recent increases in parking enforcement, we recommend the 

following: 

• A ½-FTE temporary parking enforcement resource in 2017 to enforce parking regulations in Edmonds on a 

rolling schedule to be determined by the police department. This additional resource should be implemented 

as a pilot program, for a period of up to one year, with potential extension by City Council and Police based 

on monitoring, results and community needs. 

 

• To continue fostering a friendly climate Downtown, we encourage a gentler approach to enforcement (such 

as a first violation warning ticket and/or reintroduction of the 50% discount for quick payment) to allow 

residents and visitors to Edmonds an opportunity to get accustomed to these new practices. 

 

• Sharing normal metrics related to enforcement with stakeholders including: 

o The locations and routes patrolled and general frequency of parking patrols 

o The number of violations by type and location. 

Staff informed us the Mayor asked an interdepartmental staff team to work on these and other issues related to 

Downtown parking.  We were also told that a member of the EDC and the Downtown Alliance will be invited to 

participate.  We appreciate the inclusion and look forward to participating.  

We are grateful for the positive feedback within the City Offices on this issue.  We believe the discussion ideas and 

actions are moving us in the right direction to provide a more accessible, vibrant downtown for our Community. 


